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PORNSTAR PETS 
Review by Justin Griffin 

I admit that the only two people I am familiar with are Ron Jeremy and Kimberly Chambers and that's 
only because they were in that damned infomercial for some big dick pill that consistently interrupted my 
insomnia-induced channel-flipping a while back. But thank goodness for this documentary! Now I feel like 
I'm best friends with some of the porn industry's hottest stars! The miracle of film if I've ever seen it.  

Where else could you watch Ron Jeremy stroke his turtle? Or see Mr. 
Marcus' surprisingly small cock...er spaniel lie limply in his lap? Or gape 
at Brittany Andrew's TWO pussies(cats)! Actually, I guess you could see 
these things in quite a few films, although I would not speculate on actual 
sizes or numbers of the aforementioned folks’ other pets. Actually, Ron 
Jeremy has his wordplay down much better than myself in the film and 
seems to be the only one taking this thing with a condom's worth of salt.  

And thus the little documentary that no doubt started as some late-
night, alcohol and coke-infused, slurred-word epiphany becomes a 
surprisingly sweet little film about pet-lovers. There is an underlying 
poignancy that only serves to heighten that sweetness as you watch the 
same scenario play out in each of the interviews. None of them seem to 
have children, or at least any of the Homo-sapien persuasion. Like any 
other profession, certain things come with the territory. So instead they 
dote on their pets.  

They have their pet stories like anyone else, only instead of messing on the carpet, Taylor Wane's dog 
mimics the pile-drive position and embarrasses a costar. Tomato, tomato, I say. But enough gushing.  

Perhaps if I had seen any of these nice people's come-faces before watching this, the sweetness would 
have been, perhaps, slightly...different. As it stands, this documentary essentially amounts to a shining 
example of the celebrity culture. For me, it doesn't carry the sting of ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT, but 
then, these are not your standard celebs. Somewhere in showbiz purgatory, this film and its stars make 
their mark.  

It's worth an hour or so and like any chat with an animal lover, you'll learn a few things despite yourself. 
Also, the film is quite short, so watch the extra stuff, and the commentary with Ron Jeremy and roommate 

is really funny.  

Amazon.com: $17.99 
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